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How to be an Efficient Writer  

-“I credit Marina for teaching me, step by 

step, the skill of producing a scientific 

document in a time frame expected at a 

professional level”

- “I particularly appreciated the teaching on 

monitoring productivity and identifying 

areas to improve time management.”

- “Loved the way that you engage on a 

personal level. Really appreciated your 

personal responses regarding issues with 

my aims and objectives, it was super 

helpful.”

- “I liked the project task tables - I have 

created one for each of my projects.”

- “The Document Preparation Plan 

(checklist) is very useful.”

- “I appreciate the clarity and simplicity of 

the material.”

- “A clear guiding process in defining aims 

and problems really helps clarify and 

solidify my focus, and I think it will help a 

lot along the line during the writing 

process.”

- “The writing clear science course is 

really useful, and has given me the tips I 

needed to get over that initial hurdle to 

just start writing. I now use things I learnt 

in the course almost everyday and I feel 

less dread when it comes to writing. 

Highly recommended.”

Contact Us

Selected topics

Workshop Structure & Delivery:

- “Well presented and explained in 

simple terms that were easy to 

understand.”

- “Vert good balance of theory and 

exercises.”

- “Excellent, concise, clear direction and 

concepts tips and tools. Very helpful.”

Report Structure:

-“Great knowledge on helping to 

advance my report writing skills (will 

help me stay in budget going forwards)”

Peer-Review Papers

- “Excellent!  A day well spent.  Wish it 

had been offered when I was at Uni.”

- “This workshop helped to write a paper 

but also taught how to review a paper.” 

PhD theses

- “This is one of the best workshops I 

have  attended in and it came at the 

right time as I've just started my PhD.”

-“I feel more confident after taking this 

workshop.”

Concise writing

-“Really useful especially in stripping 

paragraphs and sentences and ideas to 

be more efficient.” 

Getting Started & Efficiency

-“This will really help me be more 

efficient in my writing and convey my 

thoughts more succinctly.” 

Exercises & Resources

-“Fantastic and useful; I found it helpful 

to work through the practical exercises.” 

info@writingclearscience.com.au    +61-416-097-979 @writingclearsci

www.writingclearscience.com.au  www.facebook.com/writingclearscience/

In-House Workshops 

- “The tools provided by the workshop I 

can apply straight away. Good 

exercises, challenging and engaging.”

- “Well run and interesting - useful 

exercises - good to review as groups 

and discuss different approaches.”

- “A good refresher on known topics 

and issues and a great structured 

framework. To consider all issues of 

writing comprehensively.”

- “Great, really loved the discussions 

and exercises and hearing others 

thoughts and experiences.”

- “Great workshop, really made me 

think about processes that I can use in 

my daily work.”

- “The workshop is really useful, 

especially when  faced with structural 

writing. The skill how to make the 

sentence efficient is really helpful.” 

- “Fantastic! Very helpful. Well suited to 

different learning styles.” 

- “I did the course 8 years ago, and it 

was one of the best courses I’ve done, 

it really transformed my writing!”

- “I thought it was really good, I feel 

more confident about finishing this 

paper!” 

- “It was good that it was tailored to the 

groups needs. Thank you.”


